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GRADE 6 
ANSWER KEY _ PRACTICE TEST  

 (WEEK 3 – APRIL 2020) 

     PART A: LISTENING 

I. Listen to the talk and fill in blanks with no more than 2 words. 
 

California 

California is the most (1) famous state in the USA. It 
isn’t the (2) biggest state; that’s Alaska. But it has (3) 
the largest population and it’s certainly the most 
important state for (4) the US economy. 

It’s richer than (5) most countries in the world. The 
coast has one (6) of the best climates in the USA;  

It (7) is warmer and dryer than most places. Some 
people would also say (8) it’s the most beautiful! But 
California has some problems(9); Los Angeles has 
one of the worst crime rates of (10) any US city. 

 

 

II. Look at the Bus schedule first, listen and fill in the blanks the missing words 

( no more than 4 words). You will listen ONLY TWICE. 

BUS SCHEDULE 

Destination Departure Time Arrival Time Fare 

Reno, NV 9:15 am 4:30 pm  $98.00 

Fresno, CA 11:00 am 1:45 pm $62.00 

Seattle, WA 8:30 am 5:10 pm $102.00 

Boise, ID 10:40 am 9:35 pm $95.00 

 

11. The bus to Reno, Nevada, leaves at 9:50 a.m. 

12. The bus to Boise, Idaho, arrives at 9:35 pm. 
13.  The bus fare to Seattle, Washington, is one hundred twelve dollars. 
14. The bus bound for Fresno, California, leaves at 11 o’clock sharp. 
15. The bus heading to Reno is scheduled to arrive at half past 4:00. 
16. The bus fare  to Boise is eighty-five dollars. 

17. The bus to Seattle is scheduled to arrive at ten after five. 
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18. The bus to Fresno leaves  20 minutes  earlier than the bus to Boise. 

19. The bus fare to Seattle is just under a hundred dollars. 

20. The bus trip to Reno takes over seven hours. 

 

PART B:READING & WRITING 

     I. Odd one out. 

21. A. banana   B. rice  C. orange  D.  apple 

22. A. cycling   B. cooking  C. evening  D. gardening 

23. A. horse-riding  B. challenging  C. bird-watiching D. mountain-climbing 

24. A. pottery    B. enjoy   C. flower   D. wood 

25. A. play   B. swim   C. collect   D. photo 

 

  II. Find the synonyms of the underlined words or phrases.(synonym: từ đồng nghĩa) 

 26. The education system is a mirror that reflects the culture. 

        A. points  B. explains   C. shows    D. gets 

          27. I received housing benefit when I was unemployed. 

                  A. out of order     B. out of fashion           C. out of work           D. out of practice 

          28. Billy attempted to win a place at university. 

         A. enjoyed   B. tried    C. felt like    D. wanted 

          29. I’ll take a new job whose salary is fantastic. 

         A. resonable    B.  acceptable  C. pretty       D. wonderful 

          30. The teacher gave some suggestions on what could came out for the examitation. 

        A. effects   B. symtoms   C. hints   D. examples 

 

  III. Choose the correct answer A, B, C or D to complete each sentence.  

31. Fall means __________ in British  - English. 

  A. summer                 B. winter             C. autumn                      D. sping 

32. The Eiffiel Tower is the most __________ landmark in the world. 

  A. been     B. looked     C. designed     D. visited 

33. People in Tokyo are very polite ____________ friendly. 

  A. or    B. but      b  C. so         D. and 

 

34. Have you ever ___________ to Manchester? 

  A. be       B. been        C. beng         D. went 

35. I think it’s very nice town_________the weather is good and the people are friendly . 

  A. because            B. if             C. so          D. although 

36. The red double-decker bus is London’s famous________. 
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  A. sign             B. signal                 C. symbol            D. logo 

37. Which _________ is Britain in? - Europe  

  A. country    B. continent      C. city  D. area 

38. People must be well - prepared _________ they want to climb Mount Everest. 

      A. after    B. until   C. although     D. before 

39. My family had a lot of  __________ in Hoi An and it was an exciting trip. 

  A. fun   B. funny  C. enjoy  D. enjoys 

40. That city is most famous  _________ its fashion shops.  

      A. to   B. with    C. for     D. of 

41. Nha Trang has an __________ atmosphere of young, __________ city. 

  A. exciting - growing       B. exciting - grown  

      C. excited – grow      D. excited - growing 

42. Do you have __________ in Da Lat during your holiday? 

  A. time       B. good time        C. a good time    D. good a time 

43. Amsterdam is one of the_________ cities in the world. 

  A. peacefulest             B. peacefuler                   

      C. most peaceful              D. more peaceful 

44. I think Seoul is __________ than Jakarta. 

  A. cleaner    B. cleanest        C. more cleaner       D. most cleanest 

45. The noise in the street usually _________ me awake at night. 

  A. keeps   B. is keeping   C. kept       D. has kept 

 

IV. Put the verbs in brackets into a suitable tense. 

           46. My aunt and uncle(visit) visited Tokyo last Tuesday. 

           47. Have you ever (be) been to Paris, Mr Lam? 

           48. Vinh usually (go) goes to school on foot. 

           49. Ms Nhung ( not take) didn’t take the bus to work  yesterday. 

           50.  Peter never ( see) has never seen High School Musical before. 

           51. Did you ( meet) meet Hang and Nga two days ago? 

           52. They ( not open) don’t open the shop on Saturdays and Sundays. 

           53. Nam ( not do) hasn’t done his home work  yet. 

           54. Do you ( clean) clean the room everyday? 

           55. Lien ( talk ) talked on the phone to her pen pal last night. 
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     V. Use the correct forms of the verbs in brackets to complete the passage 

             

T       Thomas Edison (1847 – 1931) was a famous American 

inventor. When Edison was a boy at school, he (56.ask) 

asked a lot of questions. The teacher (57. think) 

thought  he (58. be) was stupid and she (59. send) sent 

him home. Edison’s mother  (60. teach) taught her son 

at home and he (61. begin) began to carry out a lot of 

experiments.   

He (62. earn) earned money for his experiments by gardening. Later he (63. work) 

worked on a train and continued (64. experiment) to experiment there. Unfortunately, in 

one of his experiments, he (65. set) set fire to the train. 

 

 VI. Give the correct forms of the word given to complete the sentences. 

         66. New York is an exciting city with many  skyscrapers.                                  (EXCITE) 

      67. There are many modern buildings in Ho Chi Minh City.                                (BUILD)           

         68. William Shakespeare(1564-1616) is a famous player in the world.          (PLAY) 

         69. Britain’s most common leisure activities are watching TV and listening to the 

radio.                                                                                                                                                (ACT)          

         70. Merlion is a creature with the head of a lion and the body of a fish.            (CREATE)          

* * THE END * * 


